Access the most authoritative, comprehensive and up to date sources of employment law.

LexisNexis Butterworths Online is the premier employment research tool, providing EXCLUSIVE access to Harvey’s and Industrial Relations Law Reports as well as ALL the key cases, legislation, forms and precedents and commentary that you could need.

**Key Employment Sources EXCLUSIVE to LexisNexis:**

**Harvey on Industrial Relations and Employment Law**
The most comprehensive guide and interpretation of industrial relations and employment law and practice
- Full published text provided online
- Provides the texts of all the relevant statutes and statutory instruments with key annotations
- Covers everything from age discrimination to TUPE
- Written by leading UK employment lawyers to ensure you are equipped with the right answers

“Harvey’s is irreplaceable...it’s quoted in every employment tribunal you ever go to”
Leading employment solicitor

**The Industrial Relations Law Reports**
The most widely read and frequently cited series of reports on employment law in the UK
- Up to the minute coverage of employment case law
- Includes the most significant employment law cases, so that you don’t waste your time reading through irrelevant text
- Full text of the Industrial Relations Law Reports since 1972

Full list of sources are provided overleaf
LexisNexis Butterworths Online

Employment gives you access to ALL of the following. All sources in orange are exclusive to LexisNexis Butterworths Online.

**Commentary**
- Harvey on Industrial Relations and Employment
- Tolley’s Employment Law Service
- Redgrave’s Health and Safety
- Butterworths Employment Law Handbook

**Journals and News**
- New Law Journal
- UK Journals Index
- UK Legal News Analysis
- UK Legal Newspapers Index
- Specialist News Analysis
- Bulletins Index

**Materials**
- Specialist Regulatory Materials
- UK Regulatory Materials Summaries
- Key OJ Material

**Cases**
- Industrial Relations Law Reports
- Industrial Relations Law Reports Index
- All England Law Reports (Employment Law)
- All England Law Reports European Cases
- General Case Digest
- Harvey on Industrial Relations & Employment Law Bulletin
- Harvey on Industrial Relations & Employment Law Cases
- Specialist Case Digests

**Legislation**
- UK Parliament Acts (Employment Law)
- UK Parliament SIs (Employment Law)
- Bill Tracker
- UK Act Summaries
- UK SI Summaries

**User Benefits:**
- **Easy access** to our unparalleled sources, with the ability of setting up your own Employment Practice Area page
- **Save time** and find exactly what you need with SmartLinx™ allowing you to link straight through to the relevant case or legislation you’re looking for
- **Be reassured** that your knowledge is always up to date by setting up alerts to your desktop